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Grammar
UNIT

2

Basics

Adverbs of frequency
1 Complete the diagram with the correct 

adverbs of frequency.

 always hardly ever never 
often sometimes usually 

1   never 

2 
3 
4   often 

5 
6 

2 Choose the correct option to complete 
the sentences.
1 You never are/are never late for class.
2 My dad always does/does always judo 

on Saturdays.
3 I watch usually/usually watch sport.
4 They often do/do often athletics.
5 We sometimes are/are sometimes 

happy.
6 He goes hardly ever/hardly ever goes 

cycling.

Likes and dislikes
3 Complete the sentences with the 

correct verbs.
1 Hasan  likes   history. It’s interesting.
2 Alicia d  l tidying

her bedroom. It’s boring.
3 You d  m helping

us. You’re very kind.
4 They l  eating pizza, but it isn’t 

my favourite food.
5 Ken h  playing chess. It’s 

too difficult!

4 Choose the correct answers to complete 
the sentences.
1 We hate  basketball.

a playing b play
2 I like  skateboarding.

a go b going
3 They love  late.

a getting up b get up
4 Julie doesn’t mind  aerobics.

a do b doing
5 We don’t like  a uniform.

a wearing b wear

Present simple: Wh- questions
5 Match 1–7 with a–g to make questions.

1 When is
2 How does
3 How many
4 How old
5 When do
6 Where is
7 Why has

a David’s bike?
b sisters have you got?
c Jana come to school?
d he got two phones?
e your birthday?
f are you?
g you play the piano?

6 Complete the questions with the words in 
the box.

How do How many What does 
When do Where are Who is Why have 

1 Why have you got a headache?
2  we play this game? I don’t 

understand it.
3  my football boots?
4  your favourite singer?
5  this message mean?
6  you do your homework?
7  hats has she got?
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